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In recent years, bioanalytical surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) has blossomed into a fast-growing research area. Owing to its high sensitivity and outstanding multiplexing ability, SERS is an effective analytical technique that has excellent potential in bioanalysis and diagnosis, as demonstrated by its increasing applications in vivo. SERS allows the rapid detection of molecular species based on direct and indirect strategies. Because it benefits from the tunable surface properties of nanostructures, it finds a broad range of applications with clinical relevance, such as biological sensing, drug delivery and live cell imaging assays. Of particular interest are early-stage-cancer detection and the fast detection of pathogens. Here, we present a comprehensive survey of SERS-based assays, from basic considerations to bioanalytical applications. Our main focus is on SERS-based pathogen detection methods as point-of-care solutions for early bacterial infection detection and chronic disease diagnosis. Additionally, various promising in vivo applications of SERS are surveyed. Furthermore, we provide a brief outlook of recent endeavours and we discuss future prospects and limitations for SERS, as a reliable approach for rapid and sensitive bioanalysis and diagnosis.

1. Introduction

In applied sciences, rapid, accurate and sensitive response are key aspects of all analytical techniques; this is especially true when it comes to detection and therapeutic issues within the healthcare environment. For reliable disease diagnosis and quick therapeutic actions, it is mandatory to have a clear understanding of biological pathways and processes. Moreover, it is essential to have specific and ultrasensitive analytical tools for identifying clinically relevant molecular species. Traditional methods for bioanalysis and disease diagnosis are time consuming, as they require series of biochemical tests. Such delay is incompatible with medical emergencies. Currently, there are different analytical tools, such as fluorescence immunoassay, enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), radio immunoassay, fluorescence spectroscopy, mass spectrometry, etc. that are developed for biomolecule detection and biomedical imaging, based on biological, physical and chemical phenomena. However, these tools are time consuming, they need favourable conditions for analysis and expensive protocols, and sometimes they can struggle to solve real-life practical issues (e.g., being unable to discriminate between live and dead pathogens). For public health safety and disease prevention, there is a dire need for detection methods that offer high sensitivity, reproducibility, fast sample preparation time, user-friendliness and cost-effectiveness. This need covers a wide range of biomedical applications including vibrational spectroscopy for pathologies with reliable, fit-to-purposes methods for bioanalysis and diagnosis.

Benefiting from the recent advancements in optics, laser technology and nano-devices, surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has become a widely used spectroscopic technique. The reasons are very straightforward: it can provide structural information at the single-molecule level owing to the extremely large electromagnetic field amplification that is produced by the excitation of localized surface plasmons (LSPs). Moreover, SERS is non-invasive, oblivious to water (omnipresent in biological samples) and can probe conformational changes, as it provides vibrational information on the targeted bioanalytes. Several reviews show the potential of SERS in therapeutic drug monitoring (TDM), in detecting cancer cells and tumor margins in vivo conditions or in DNA biosensing. SERS could replace standard methods that are...
Currently, routine DNA-based diagnosis is being enhanced by employing SERS-based applications to detect biological markers. This approach was recently reviewed by Chisanga et al. The current requirements of point-of-care (PoC) biosensing, especially during outbreaks of contagious viruses, necessitate strict biosafety measures when handling patients or biological samples. This has led to a preference for portable handheld Raman devices with miniaturized, reproducible enhancing substrates. The safe choice of sample support is becoming increasingly necessary.

In practice, rapid sampling on a large scale, as a daily routine, is met by the amplified Raman signals provided by SERS, which facilitate fast trace analysis of clinically relevant biomolecules in ambient conditions, involving minor sample preparation. For instance, SERS-based detection of bacteria is fast and can be performed at the single-cell level. It could be used for diagnosing human infections, e.g., with antibiotic-resistant bacteria, using culture-free methods, directly from patient fluids or even in vivo. SERS also benefits from recent efforts to develop tandem microfluidic devices for in situ bioanalysis with direct clinical applicability.

SERS is regarded as an ultrasensitive technique because it can achieve single-molecule (SM) detection. In large part, this sensitivity is due to the enhancement (by factors up to $10^8$ or even larger) of inelastic light scattering by those molecules that are adsorbed on the surface of nanostructured metals, such as gold or silver nanoparticles (NPs). SERS also offers structural information in biological media in ambient environments. SERS surface selection rules mandate that the intensity from vibrational modes perpendicular to the surface is increased while maintaining that from the parallel modes constant. Several environmental parameters, such as pH or temperature, can affect the surface adsorption of bioanalytes, and thus can influence also their spectral fingerprint.

Importantly, SERS is user-friendly, compared with other highly sensitive techniques (such as mass spectrometry), and is applicable to aqueous solutions without the need for complex sample preparation protocols. Overall, SERS is quickly becoming an analytical technique of choice for successful applications in bioanalysis, disease detection, and diagnosis. Furthermore, SERS enables disease diagnosis in vivo, i.e., inside living organisms, after coating biocompatible SERS-active NPs or substrates with appropriate surfactants and/or protective shells. Fig. 1 presents representative examples of SERS-based bioassays reported in previous literature for detecting bioanalytes directly or via specific receptors, aptamers, etc. The versatility of SERS-based detection techniques is highlighted by showing different SERS substrates designed for detecting whole cells or clinically relevant bioanalytes with precise accuracy and high sensitivity.

---

**Fig. 1** Schematic illustration of four different SERS substrates for a variety of bioanalyte detection. (A) Klarite substrate for the detection of different pathogens. (B) Gold film over nanosphere substrate for bacterium and aptamer detection. (C) Vancomycin-coated Ag/AAO-SERS Substrate for bacterium and blood cell detection. (D) Carboxylic-acid-functionalized and graphitic nanolayer-coated three-dimensional SERS substrate (CGSS) substrate for the detection of fibrils.
There are two main approaches when using SERS for bioanalyte detection, namely label-based detection with SERS tags and label-free SERS detection (Fig. 2). SERS label-based detection aims to recognize the vibrational spectroscopic fingerprints of bioanalytes via indirect interaction, by using Raman reporter molecules to label the SERS tags; for instance, this detection is widely used in SERS-based DNA sensing. Label-free SERS detection is a direct approach; it senses and images the bioanalytes after adsorption on the SERS substrates/nanostructures, which often results in improved signal intensity. In the label-based detection scheme, the SERS nano-substrates comprise four distinct parts: (1) a nanostructured metallic substrate, usually made of gold or silver to improve the SERS intensity and activity; (2) an appropriate protective shell or layering to enhance the stability and biocompatibility; (3) a Raman reporter molecule layer to enable label-based detection with a unique SERS fingerprint; and (4) target-specific detection using bioconjugations. In the label-free detection scheme, the third part is omitted.

A number of challenges remain for further applicability of SERS in biological and clinical environments. For instance, signal reliability can be an issue. Importantly, SERS has the potential to tackle common issues that are challenging for other bioanalytical techniques. Whether the technique lives up to its potential will depend on elucidating a number of questions, such as:

1. What nature of bioanalytes can be detected by SERS? What exactly are the practical limitations of direct and indirect SERS detection?
2. How do bioanalytes act after interacting with the nanoparticles? Do the SERS analyses affect the biological processes during in vivo detection?
3. Do the biological conditions alter the sensing properties of nanoparticles?
4. How effective is SERS for rapid and sensitive in vivo diagnosis?

For the successful application of SERS in both the label-based and label-free approaches, it is important to optimize the optical response of the plasmonic nanostructures. As there is a plethora of plasmonic nanostructures involved in various SERS-based bioanalyses, herein we will briefly survey the ones with reliable clinical perspectives in diagnosis.

Below, we overview the use of SERS substrates in bioanalysis and disease diagnosis; readers will find details of recent progress in SERS-based bioanalyte detection in each particular section of this review. First, this review sets out the basic mechanisms that empower SERS to the point of trace-level detection. Next, it highlights the strong advantages and the limitations of SERS, covering label-free detection, direct identification of molecules in situ, standoff detection, etc. These are key aspects for successful SERS-based approaches as part of infection diagnosis and clinical pathways. Finally, this review examines the promising future research directions for SERS as a spectroscopic analytical method in infection diagnosis and targeted treatment strategies. This review article is intended as a useful tool for performing and developing bioanalytical SERS assays and for employing the full potential of SERS-based in vivo applications in bioanalysis and diagnosis.

2. SERS substrates

The illumination of metallic nanostructures with the monochromatic light of a laser leads to an excitation of the collective oscillations of surface conduction electrons, known as surface plasmons. Surface plasmons could be considered as vibrating electric dipoles that create a strong electric field in their close proximity. In metallic nanoparticles, the surface electrons are subjected to the competing forces of the electric field of light and of the restoring forces from positively charged nuclei. A simple harmonic motion results with an intrinsic resonant frequency – the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR). Excitation of the LSPR results in enhancement of the vibrational scattering signal from those analyte molecules that are found in the first tens of nanometers from the metal surface. Consequently, SERS is extremely dependent on the substrate. Substrates consisting of so-called plasmonic nanoantennas present resonance frequencies in the Vis-NIR region that can be tuned by varying the size and shape of the nanostructures. For instance, for gold nanospheres, the LSPR wavelengths are between 520 and 530 nm for Au NP radii ranging from 8 to 20 nm.

The utmost specific criteria that SERS-active substrates need to fulfill are the predictable and reproducible SERS enhancement, the LSPR availability for optimization at a desirable wavelength, a large area of uniformity and performance. For instance, a helpful technique to tune the LSPR
position across the visible and near-infrared regions while recording the SERS signal at a fixed Raman excitation wavelength is plasmon-sampled surface-enhanced Raman excitation spectroscopy (PS-SERES). With this technique, the SERS enhancement factor (EF) is investigated both as a function of the LSPR spectral location (ranging from 350 nm to 1900 nm) and as a function of the input laser wavelength (between 633 nm and 1064 nm). By tuning the LSPR in this manner, one of the highest EFs was measured.

The fundamental metric for the efficiency of the SERS effect is the EF, ranging from $10^{3}$–$10^{14}$ and quantifying the enhancement in SERS signal intensity (counts per s per mW) per molecule. Determining the surface coverage of a Raman probe and calculating the enhancement factor of the SERS-active substrate is necessary, but also not very clearly established. The extent of SERS applications by using various plasmonic materials makes this estimation less coherent. In some cases, the EF is measured by calculating the number of molecules adsorbed on a metallic surface area, the concentration of the analyte, scattering volumes, and laser powers at each wavelength or the intensity of a selected spectral band divided by that of a standard, such as ethanol (which does not present a significant SERS signal). However, there are several factors, including packing density, surface roughness and area, that make it challenging to determine the SERS EF from the number of molecules. Hence, the number of adsorbed molecules can be determined from the best estimated packing density value for a known order of surface probe molecules. One needs to also consider that the number of molecules involved in the SERS signal is practically derived from the absolute signal intensity, but only approximated due to the extreme statistical distributions.

Le Ru et al. evaluated the EF in their measurements. The SERS substrate enhancement factor is commonly defined as follows:

$$\text{EF} = \frac{I_{\text{SERS}}}{I_{\text{RS}}} \times \frac{N_{\text{RS}}}{N_{\text{SERS}}}$$

where $I_{\text{SERS}}$ and $I_{\text{RS}}$ are the intensities related to SERS and normal Raman spectroscopy (non-SERS), respectively, while $N_{\text{SERS}}$ and $N_{\text{RS}}$ are the total number of molecules that are involved in both SERS and in Raman spectroscopy (non-SERS), respectively.

While the single molecule is considered the ultimate detection limit, in real-life applications, sample uptake is minimal, ranging from sub µg to ppb levels. Due to the consistent contribution via electromagnetic enhancement, a strong SERS signal should be provided for individual molecules. If labelling is an option, “SERS labels” can give real “overvalues” in comparison with fluorescence tags. The ultra-high specificity of SERS makes it almost impossible to observe overlapping between different labels even if they have a similar structure. Their affinity to the metallic surface used as a SERS-active substrate and the continuous competition between species to adsorb on this surface need to be taken into account. The excitation wavelength used also “selects” only the particular species by resonance conditions. For instance, resonant Raman or SERS spectroscopy was also used for studying many “intrinsically colored” biomolecules such as chlorophylls, haem-containing proteins, carotenoids, rhodopsin, and flavin nucleotides, and with the aid of robust chemometric tools, their accurate detection and discrimination in living cells was successfully reported.

There are numerous opportunities to use SERS in real multiplex detection for screening biological processes, real-time mapping of living cells, etc. Additionally, the SERS approach is insensitive to photobleaching and self-quenching of the tag due to the non-resonant fundamental SERS enhancement mechanism. In the following, we present particular preparation techniques for obtaining optimal platforms for SERS-based detection in clinical premises.

2.1. Rational design of high-performance SERS substrates

The bottom-up and top-down methods for preparing tunable, highly sensitive and rapid SERS-active substrates of various thickness and efficiency are detailed in this sub-section.

2.1.1. Bottom-up methods. These approaches are very common due to simple preparation, design variety by tuning the size and shape of the nanostructures and cost-efficiency. Conventionally, chemical synthesis or self-assembly processes are used. In this section, an up-to-date overview of the most recent developments in NPs synthesis and nucleation/aggregation for SERS applications is discussed.

The drop-coating deposition Raman (DCDR) method consists in applying a 1–5 µL droplet of mixed NPs and analyte, which is afterwards mapped or just irradiated continuously until the droplet has dried. This method allows time- and/or spatially-resolved SERS mapping with the advantage that it yields high SERS intensities due to the formation of a three-dimensional (3D) hotspot matrix during the drying process. DCDR is also employed to assess the limits of spectrum reproducibility, and possible photothermal degradation under laser excitation, and to attain robust, reagent-free and sensitive analyte detection, especially in the case of protein analysis at low concentrations. The technique provides a sensitive, rapid and reproducible method to achieve Raman spectra from low protein concentration solutions. For instance, combining SERS analysis of serum with standard testing appears promising for a more accurate diagnostic rate of prostate cancer. Moreover, multiplex, reagent-free assays were devised for glycated albumin level determination by combining Raman spectroscopy with multivariate classification techniques or for SERS-based testing for microalbuminuria in urine samples.

Another rapid and highly sensitive approach is the in situ synthesis of Ag colloids with a potential to develop point-of-care (PoC) diagnostics. This biosensing method is emerging as an alternative to the predominant label-free SERS-based approach for the identification of bacteria, which involves simply mixing presynthesized Ag NPs with the bacterial biomass. In this method, probing the bacterial fingerprints is difficult due to the low spectral reproducibility. The in situ
approach allows highly intense SERS spectra by providing a direct contact between Ag NPs and the bacterial membrane. The bacteria and NPs are brought together by the strong electrostatic attraction between the negatively charged bacteria and the positively charged Ag cations. This induced adhesion to the cell wall was also reported most recently for cyanobacteria.50 The cell wall intrinsic SERS patterns that are achieved by label-free detection are employed for the simultaneous detection of different pathogens.48,51,52 However, the sensitivity and validity of this label-free (direct) SERS-based approach is dependent on the SERS substrate, and this technique can be challenging in complex conditions, such as biofluid samples. Moreover, the spectra from distinct bacterial species can be very similar. Consequently, suitable discrimination models and chemometrics tools need to be implemented.

The control achieved by using bottom-up methods is possible by tuning the size and shape, and by employing various compositions for the designed nanostructures and clustering strategies in order to generate high local electromagnetic field enhancement or “hotspots”.53 Silver and gold are the most used in chemical synthesis approaches, providing a plethora of geometries: spheres,54–57 nanocubes,58 tetrahedra, pyramids, nanoprisms,59 nanorods, nanoflowers,60 popcorn-shaped,61 ribbons, nanoshells, nanosprings,62 nanobelts,63 nanostars,64,65 nanocrescent shapes, dumbbells,66 urchin,67 etc. (Fig. 3).

Recent progress in one-pot synthetic procedures for the preparation of anisotropic nanoparticles is significant despite the high sensitivity to chemical changes and the difficult control of size and morphology (flocculation, agglomeration or clustering effects). Sometimes, in order to prepare large particles by a seed-mediated process, a step-by-step growth would be recommended, to avoid nucleation. Particle characterization is essential to guarantee that samples from different batches have identical physical and chemical properties. Systematic batch testing by various characterization methods needs to be employed.68

The influence of NP aggregation on SERS signal intensity is well known, and according to previous studies it was observed that chemically induced aggregation,69,70 agglomeration and oxidative etching,71 iodide modification46,72 and aggregation by multiple NP monolayer deposition cause intensity changes.3,73 Thus, it can be observed that the average SERS intensity increases with the increase in particle aggregation. By contrast, Wustholz et al.74 achieved a manipulation of NP aggregation by employing field flow fractionation and they revealed that it is not essential that SERS enhancement increases with the cluster size. In their findings, it was observed that SERS intensity provided by NP dimers was comparable to that of NP heptamers, the enhancement being more related to the size of the interparticle gap. It is widely acknowledged that interstices at the junction between adjacent NPs act as “hotspots”55,75,76 (initially called “hotspots”53) which provide electromagnetic enhancement (EM) resulting in a $10^8$ times larger SERS signal in contrast to normal Raman scattering (Fig. 4A–C).77 Moreover, Shaw et al.68 have reported a statistical approach that allows the sampling thousands of NP aggregates, to provide a comprehensive overview of the relationship between SERS intensity and NP cluster size (Fig. 4D). By combining images of probe clusters (obtained by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)) with SERS analysis from exactly the same regions of the sample, this approach helps to determine the SERS intensity and cluster size relationship. By applying this statistical approach, information on the changes in SERS intensity for the probes is obtained. The probes are specially prepared for target-specific SERS applications that also provide biological cell imaging. The study of the cluster SERS intensities could be directly applied in vitro.

Silver-based substrates are known to offer high EFs due to the particular optical properties of silver, which restrict interband transition and thereby favour plasmon resonance.65 The fine manipulation for tuning the shape, size and assemblage of silver NPs (Ag NPs) is achieved by either chemical interactions or physical forces. Chemical interactions control the formation of dimers/trimers using linking molecules or macro-molecules (graphene, DNA, etc.). The constructive application of Ag nanostructures in biosensing with fit-to-purpose clinical perspectives was recently reviewed by Tan et al.78 Generally, modified Ag NPs are recommended as biosensing platforms with improved performance in life-threatening diseases, such as cancer, HIV and viral/bacterial infections. Subsequently, silver (and gold) nanomaterials serve as prime candidates in
increasing the SERS signal and in improving the detection sensitivity. They offer rapid, efficient, cost-effective and robust SERS platforms for detecting trace levels of biomolecules and pathogens, at single-cell level, due to their unique chemical, physical and optical properties. For instance, core–shell approaches such as Au@Ag nanoparticles serve as excellent SERS substrates, since significantly higher EFs are expected for silver as compared with gold.\textsuperscript{79–81} When using gold nano-materials for instance, one drawback might be the high photothermal conversion efficiency provided under resonance excitation, which can be destructive for biological samples. Thus, the rational choice of the shape and composition, and tuning of the excitation spectral window for a minimal heating and photodegradation are the key elements in using nano-structured probes in biosensing. Also, bare/nascent Au NPs are relatively unstable under physiological conditions due to the formation of large aggregates that hinder their use \textit{in vivo}.

However, tailored Au NPs can be manipulated into multifunctional, optical sensors: they are either used for their colour change and/or their SERS properties in combination with biocompatible polymers, oligonucleotides, proteins, macromolecules, antibodies etc.\textsuperscript{82,83} There is frequently a covalent bonding between the biomolecules and ligands onto the NPs’ surface by using oligoethylene (OEG) or polyethylene glycol (PEG),\textsuperscript{84,85} which are stable spacers. More importantly, they assure specific adsorption of only the wanted biomolecules or are meant to facilitate \textit{in vitro} SERS-based cellular testing and to prevent NP aggregation.\textsuperscript{86}

2.1.2. Top-down approaches. The application of \textit{top-down} approaches is preferred due to the desired control of the size and shape of particles, mainly in achieving a narrow particle size distribution. The main practical drawbacks are that the costs and time required for the preparation of SERS-active substrates are not suitable for scaling up production. The immobi-
lized nanorod assemblies (INRA) substrate, reported by Sharma et al., provides highly robust and efficient SERS-active substrates (with EFs ≥10^6). Specifically, maximizing the control over the nanoscale gaps made a clear difference. The manufacturing procedure involves silver film deposition onto a silica microsphere array, and then, by evaporation, radially oriented nanoscale pillars grow, separated by small gaps. It was shown that the size of the initial microspheres dictates the plasmonic properties.

Since 1984, Vo-Dinh’s team has been designing Nanowave-based SERS substrates with very high efficiency. Their fast, cost-effective, sensitive and label-free approach for the detection of DNA with applications in clinical diagnosis is represented by an unique biosensor based on a molecular sentinel (MS) that is dispensed on the surface of a plasmonic Nanowave chip (MFON). Its sensitivity is dependent on the decrease in SERS intensity when there is a physical separation of the Raman label tagged at one end of the MS from the MFON’s surface due to DNA hybridization. A schematic illustration of the detection mechanism is shown in Fig. 5A. Firstly, the surface of the MFON is functionalized with an MS. A hairpin loop structure is formed after the hybridization by the complementary arms into 6 basepair stem sequences. The Cy3 Raman label is attached at the 3’-end of the MS hairpin probe. At the 5’-end, there is an alkyl thiol substituent that favours conjugation between the MS probe and the MFON’s gold surface. In the presence of a complementary target DNA sequence, the MS’s stem loop opens and the SERS signal is quenched due to separation of the Cy3 dye from the Au surface (Fig. 5B). However, there is a strong SERS signal in the absence of a target DNA sequence, because the MS’s stem loop remains in a closed state, as there is a close proximity between the Cy3 dye and the Au surface (Fig. 5B). Such direct (label-free) approaches are more and more present in clinical diagnostics research based on spectroscopic techniques.

A modern approach consisting in designing wearable, reusable textiles with plasmonic properties has been developed. Practically, creating micropatch arrays of Au NP aggregates on nanoporous semipermeable membranes that are further nanoimprinted on a stretchable fabric by UV-resist micro/nanofabrication techniques is demonstrated (Fig. 6A and B). The textiles are washable and reusable by simply using detergents. These membranes were initially designed as wearable biochemical sensing devices, for injury or body fluid monitoring. Yet, they were also successfully tested on fresh meat. The sensing potential was demonstrated by detecting the highly fluorescent dye rhodamine 6G (R6G) at different concentrations from 10^{-9}–10^{-7} M on the meat surface as an in situ SERS monitoring approach. As shown in Fig. 6C, there is an additional peak at 727 cm^{-1} revealed by “SERS membrane + 10^{-3} M R6G + meat” as compared with the SERS spectra of “SERS membrane + meat” and “SERS membrane + 10^{-7} M R6G” that indicates the presence of adenine molecules on the meat. Bacteria release such adenine as a metabolite. Such bacteria can be present on raw poultry, and therefore it can be inferred that the Raman peak at 727 cm^{-1} is due to adenine-containing metabolites secreted by these bacteria. Hence, the SERS membrane can be utilized to perform on-site rapid detection of meat spoilage. The SERS performance of the designed textiles was proved along with the versatility of top-down nanofabrication approaches, using template-assisted self-assembly and micro/nanoimprinting.

So far, SERS reproducibility has been improved by developing more uniform, SERS-active substrates through novel top-down nanofabrication techniques but this approach has high costs for scale-up. Alternatives come from the idea of improving point-to-point and batch-to-batch variability caused by the heterogeneity of the SERS substrates or hotspot-related variations. Isotope-edited internal standards (IEIS) were tested as candidates for SERS quantitation even under dynamic SERS measurements when hotspot density can change in time. Isotope analogues. Such bacteria can be present on raw poultry, and therefore it can be inferred that the Raman peak at 727 cm^{-1} is due to adenine-containing metabolites secreted by these bacteria. Hence, the SERS membrane can be utilized to perform on-site rapid detection of meat spoilage. The SERS performance of the designed textiles was proved along with the versatility of top-down nanofabrication approaches, using template-assisted self-assembly and micro/nanoimprinting.

2.2. Plasmonic hotspot engineering

To attain reproducible and reliable SERS measurements in high-performance SERS devices, it is necessary to (nano)engine-
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**Fig. 5**  (A) Schematic of the detection scheme of label-free complementary target DNA. (B) SERS spectra obtained from blank (red), non-complementary DNA sample (green) and complementary target DNA sample (blue). Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society.
eer plasmonic hotspots, for instance based on in-plane and out-of-plane vertically stacked plasmonic nanogaps.

### 2.2.1. In-plane plasmonic nanogap hotspots

Nanogap structures in which the dominant electric field is parallel to the surface of the substrate are referred to as horizontally oriented or in-plane plasmonic nanogap hotspots. Such geometries have become promising for measuring biological and chemical analytes.\(^9^7,9^8\) In the case of the SERS-based molecular detection approach, metal nanostructures serve as plasmonic antennas for the amplification of the Raman signals and the EM field enhancement is found to be stronger at hotspots, such as nanopores,\(^9^9,1^0^0\) nanoscopically sharp corners,\(^1^0^1,1^0^2\) and interparticle gaps.\(^1^0^3,1^0^4\) Unfortunately, controlling the position and shape of plasmonic structures with sufficient accuracy remains one of the major obstacles for SERS.\(^1^0^5\) Reproducibility is also difficult to achieve.\(^1^0^3\) Although there are preparation techniques that can produce uniform and uniformly distributed hotspots over a large area, even those struggle with control of dimensions at the nanometre scale.\(^1^0^6\)

Below, we highlight a few promising developments.

Zhang et al. have reported a synthesis of 3D hierarchically porous metamaterial by a dual-templating technique in which non-ionic surfactant octaethylene glycol monohexadecyl ether \(\text{[C}_{16}\text{EO}_8]\) is used for a lyotropic liquid crystal (LLC) and reverse porous poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) is used for a hard template.\(^1^0^7\) The steps involved in the preparation of porous gold metamaterials are shown in Fig. 7A. Firstly, a negative PMMA template is prepared from porous anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) template. Afterwards, the LLC precursor solution is injected into the PMMA template for the formation of LLC within nanowoids of the PMMA template. Then it is followed by gold electrodeposition, which results in PMMA template removal. This 3D plasmonic metamaterial-based SERS substrate (i.e. hierarchically ordered porous gold membranes) comprises uniformly scattered mesopores and closely packed nanohole channel arrays.\(^1^0^7\) These nanoholes have LSPs that allow the harvesting of incident light efficiently, producing strong EM enhancement within close proximity to the nanohole edges on the Au substrate. There is cascaded multiscale EM field enhancement observed by the plasmon modes, due to the incorporation of arranged mesoporous nanostructures into the nanohole arrays. As a result, strong Raman-active sites are generated on the entire substrate. In addition, efficient binding sites are also provided by mesopores to capture the analyte molecules at hotspots. These are the advantages that make 3D plasmonic metamaterial-based SERS substrate an efficient one.
A very interesting mechanism for capturing analytic molecules in a solution was reported by Hu et al. (Fig. 7Ba).\textsuperscript{108} It consists of a molecular trap structure of free-standing polymer nanofingers created by nanoimprint lithography. These nanofingers are coated with Au and they can trap the analytic molecule using the microcapillary force upon liquid exposure. Hotspots are generated at the same time on the tips of the Au-coated flexible polymer fingers, which enables SERS detection and analyses. An SEM image of an Au-coated flexible nanofinger array is shown in Fig. 7Bc. After exposing the array of Au-coated nanofingers to the analytic solution and then air-drying, the nanofingers close in groups of four as represented in the schematic illustration in Fig. 7Bb and the SEM image in Fig. 7Bd. After the liquid evaporates from the array, the nano-
fingers are pulled towards each other and the analyte molecule is trapped between the fingertips. To model the Au fingertips, discrete dipole approximation (DDA) was utilized (Fig. 7Be). The electric field map plan view of the Au gold spheres for 750 nm unpolarized incident radiation is depicted in Fig. 7Bf. It is also observed that the strongest field is concentrated among the four gaps of the sphere. In this study, the SERS-based sensitive detection of molecules is ensured by the capability of controlling the self-limiting gap size between the fingertips.108

In order to confine electromagnetic energy within subwavelength dimensions, there are gaps,110,111 holes,112,113 tips,114 slits115 and metal particles116 that can be designed. The confinement with the greatest degree can be achieved in a gap of nanometre scale between two metal surfaces.116 Electron beam lithography,117 electromigration118 and scanning probe119 techniques can be useful in creating point-like nanometric junctions but they are not practical for the preparation of devices with Angstrom-scale dimensions over a large area.

As an example of an alternative, Chen et al. have devised a technique based on atomic layer lithography in a combination of atomic layer deposition (ALD) with ‘plug-and-peel’ metal patterning to generate nanometre-scale gaps over millimetre-scale contours that allow the resonantly enhanced transmission of terahertz waves across opaque metal films.120 Upon directing terahertz waves towards a 1 mm gap, field enhancement factors of 25 000 can be observed.

In another example, Fu et al. have reported an ultrathin alumina mask (UTAM). This surface-pattern-based, cost-effective technique results in interparticle gaps of 5 nm.109 Ag was used and the Ag deposition, thickness and evaporation rate are directly proportional to the shape, density and size of the Ag NPs. In order to achieve well-aligned and uniform Ag NPs, the nominal layer thickness was 50 nm and the evaporation rate was 0.4 nm s⁻¹. Fig. 7C shows the scanning electron micrographs of UTAMs with different pore diameters. By controlling the UTAMs’ structural parameters, the Ag NP arrays are arranged in a highly ordered manner over a large area, as shown in the SEM images. It is also observed that there is a decrease in interpore distances from 55 to 5 nm on increasing the UTAM pore size from 45 to 95 nm (Fig. 7Ca–f). The high uniformity and regularity over a large area of UTAMs with a pore diameter of 55 and 95 nm is shown in Fig. 7Cb’ and f’. The value of relative standard deviation (RSD) measured from 10 random spots is about 2%, which indicates highly reproducible signals. Furthermore, finite-difference time-domain simulations reveal that narrow gaps are producing enhanced electric fields. Such a closely packed array of Ag NPs in the UTAM with a lower RSD value and high density of electric field enhancement enables uniform SERS detection with high sensitivity and excellent reproducibility.

2.2.3. Out-of-plane plasmonic nanogap hotspots. As the name suggests, these are nanogap architectures in which the dominant electric field is perpendicular to the surface of the substrate. As an illustration, we highlight two examples.

Song et al. have reported a preparation of scalable high-performance SERS substrates based on multistack vertically oriented nanogap hotspots in nanolaminated plasmonic crystals, that can be synthesized by a top-down preparation process (Fig. 8).121 With the help of UV-curable polyurethane (PU) polymer resist, the polymer nanopillar arrays are replicated on polyester (PET) films by using a nanostructured polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp. Afterwards, Au and SiO₂ layers are alternatively deposited by using electron-beam deposition, in order to prepare metal–insulator–metal nanostructures having a multistack vertically oriented plasmonic nanogap on each nanopillar. Wet chemical etching is applied to reveal the embedded nanogap hotspots with buffered oxide etchant (BOE) 10:1. This study constitutes a promising example of an out-of-plane plasmonic array for a high-performance SERS substrate for biochemical analysis.

Furthermore, Nam et al. have reported a multi-layered metal–insulator–metal plasmonic nanostructure-based nanolaminated SERS substrate with uniform hotspots and a significant EF (>10⁷).122 In the case of conventional SERS substrate, the EF is dependent on the background refractive index (RI). In the nanolaminated SERS substrate, there are uniform arrays of vertically oriented nanogap hotspots that are insensitive to variations in background RI. Experimental and numerical studies suggested that broadband multiresonant optical properties of the nanolaminated plasmonic nanostructures are behind the RI-insensitive SERS response. Such a high-performance SERS substrate reveals molecular profiling and classification of breast normal cells and living breast cancer cells with a 96% high prediction accuracy. It could also help in investigating the spatiotemporal biochemical dynamics in cellular networks.

2.3. Internal-standard-based SERS calibration techniques

In order to improve the quantitative SERS and multivariate analysis for biomedical applications, there are two main calibrations that are of interest: the molecular Raman tag-based internal standard and the background-scattering-based internal standard.

2.3.1. Molecular Raman tag-based internal standard for SERS calibration. This standard aims to produce uniform and highly performant SERS-based sensors.123,124 The procedure has been developed for tackling a stringent problem in SERS, namely quantitative measurements. The difficulty lies in the uncertainty of whether the measured signal is a Raman signal of the Raman tag (crystal violet or rhodamine R6G) or is actually a SERS signal, mostly when the uniform analyte coverage is not confirmed.

As a solution to work around this issue, a Sweden research group proposed three internal standard solutions (4-mercapto-benzonitrile – MBN, 3-mercaptopyrrolidinone – MPN and 4-cyano-N-(2-mercaptoethyl)benzamide – CMEB respectively)125 for the detection of rhodamine R6G using gold colloids. The strong distance-dependence of the enhancement effect was exploited by using the aforementioned alkane-thiolate as self-assembled monolayers (SAM) attached to Au NPs.121 The three cyano-containing compounds were selected due to their chemical stability in monolayers where they are
firmly attached to the metallic surface through thiol bonds and for a particular silent band assigned to the CN vibration at 2300 cm$^{-1}$. The internal standards are meant to uniformly cover the metal surface as a monolayer and to prevent chemisorption of the analyte, which could negate their function. For calibration, the signal of MBN, as internal standard, and the signal of R6G, as analyte, were monitored at different concentrations and different proportions between them. By using 4 partial least squares (PLS) components, 2 for variations in the spectral baseline and 2 for the magnitude and proportion between the analyte and the internal standard, a quantitative calibration model was developed.123

For quantitative SERS measurements down to single-molecule level, alkanethiolates were also used as ligands for close-packed Ag NPs superlattices with high uniformity and a large enhancement factor.124 In this study, the analyte molecules, crystal violet (CV), were embedded in an ultrathin spin-on-glass (SOG) “hot zone” of only 5 nm prepared as a planar uniform layer above the Ag NP film with high SERS performance (Fig. 9A).124 The signal from the thiolate ligands was used as the internal calibration standard for the quantitative SERS measurement of CV molecules areal density. The calibration of the CV SERS intensity (1177 cm$^{-1}$ marker band selected) is performed as a ratio of the SERS intensity from CV and alkanethiolate. This is possible because the SERS intensity of the CV molecules changes proportionally with their areal density whereas the SERS intensity of alkanethiolates remains at the same level.

The advantage of employing thiolate ligands on the Ag NP surface is that the collective plasmon modes can be tuned by exploiting the plasmonic coupling effect. Practically, by varying the carbon-chain length of the ligand, an interparticle space is defined which hugely influences the near-field coupling strength between adjacent Ag NPs.125 Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations were performed to estimate the field distributions in the depth of the “hot zone”. The electric field intensity distributions in different vertical planes on top of the Ag NP film were revealed to be highly uniform with a standard deviation of field intensity at the hot zone of only 10% of the peak value. It is noteworthy to underline the fact that this approach was developed for a specific wavelength of excitation that matches the plasmonic resonance peak, namely the 532 nm laser line; otherwise the Raman enhancement is not observed (Fig. 9B). Tuning the plasmonic properties would imply preparing another Ag NP film with a different ligand than octodecanethiolate.124 The strong Raman enhancement obtained for CV suggests a single-molecule yield and potential implementation in microfluidics for analytes in liquid solutions.124

An original way to embed internal standards by employing core–shell Ag or Au-based NPs is addressed by Zhou et al.126 and Shen et al.,127 for instance. Silver-based quantitative SERS...
measurement with embedded 4-aminothiophenol (ATP) as internal reference was implemented for detecting melamine in milk.\textsuperscript{126} Melamine is an omnipresent adulterant mainly in dairy products that are tested for their protein content.\textsuperscript{128,129} Its detection by using Au-core/Ag-shell NPs was demonstrated by Zhou and co-authors successfully and after optimization, and their simple and rational approach could be translated to a wide range of other analytes.\textsuperscript{126} The proof-of-principle is based on adsorption of the probe molecule serving as internal reference (4-ATP) onto the Au surface, covered afterwards by a silver layer. The approach can be used with a linker molecule, as demonstrated by the authors when detecting Toluidine Blue O (TBO) through 12-mercaptododecanoic acid (MDA), and or for direct melamine detection, without the linker molecule. Reproduced with permission.\textsuperscript{126} Copyright 2015, Elsevier B.V.

A novel type of internal standard approach for reliable quantitative SERS analysis is proposed by Shen et al.\textsuperscript{127} through exploiting the advantages of core–shell nanostructures. The rational selection for the Raman tag (4-mercaptopyridine – Mpy) and the cysteamine as a framework for Ag shell formation is guided by the applicability of this synthesis method. A strong signal is recorded from the Raman tag, independently of the outer environment, and the SERS signal of the target molecule (1,4-phenylene diisocyanide – PDI) is monitored in real time for nM concentrations. Mpy and PDI have different spectral windows for their strong bands and can be simultaneously monitored. Thus, the quantitative SERS analysis was performed by normalizing the PDI signal (2184 cm\textsuperscript{-1} selected band) to that of Mpy (by using the 1095 cm\textsuperscript{-1} band) at different concentrations. A strong point
was to demonstrate that analytes with less affinity for the metallic surface can also be effectively captured for detection, by using a forbidden dye (basic red 9) from the textile industry. Thus, a highly sensitive, label-free, versatile and reliable method for direct quantitative SERS analysis was developed.

2.3.2. Background-scattering-based internal standard for SERS calibration. The idea here is to use the intrinsic properties of the SERS-active substrate to estimate its performance, and not the SERS signal of an analyte. The reason is that, for the analyte, the variations are usually too high, e.g. in estimating the number of molecules in the hot spot.

For instance, Vikesland et al. proposed to calibrate the SERS signal from the analytes with the intensity of the surface-plasmon-enhanced Rayleigh band $I_{\text{Rayleigh}}$ originating in the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) of the laser. This $I_{\text{Rayleigh}}$ appears quite suitable for reference purposes; it was tested in six SERS-active substrates and was found to be a reliable quantitative tool for predicting the efficiency and reproducibility of the SERS substrates. $I_{\text{Rayleigh}}$ reflects the “hot spot” efficiency within the laser excitation volume irrespective of the physical particularities of the nanostructures used in colloidal or solid phase. As defined by the equation below, $I_{\text{Rayleigh}}$ is in a SERS experiment proportional to $I_{\text{Raman}}$ since only $N_A$ is not constant:

$$\frac{I_{\text{Raman}}}{I_{\text{Rayleigh}}} = \frac{E_S^2(\omega_{\text{Rayleigh}})}{E_S^2(\omega_{\text{Rayleigh}})} = \frac{N_A \alpha_R^2(\omega_{\text{Raman}}) I_0(\omega_0)}{N_B \alpha_B^2(\omega_{\text{Rayleigh}}) I_0(\omega_{\text{Rayleigh}})}$$

where $N_A$ is the number of analyte molecules in the hot spot, $N_B$ is the number of background molecules in the hot spot, $\alpha_R$ is the Raman scattering polarizability of the analyte molecules, $\alpha_B$ is the Raman scattering polarizability of the background molecules, and $I_0(\omega_0)$ and $I_0(\omega_{\text{Rayleigh}})$ are the incident light intensity of the laser frequency $\omega_0$ and ASE at frequency $\omega_{\text{ASE}}$. $E_S$ represents the intensity of the scattered field.

Vikesland’s group developed and improved this coefficient of variation for a SERS substrate. The normalization of hot spots is independent of the incident laser intensity and is based on a localized intrinsic internal standard ($\nu_e$) that scales across all plasmon-enhanced electromagnetic fields within the substrate tested. The surface-enhanced elastic scattering signal ($I_{\text{Rayleigh}}$) originates from the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) and has a characteristic pseudo-band at low wavenumbers due to ASE interaction with an edge filter (Fig. 10A). An important aspect reported by the authors is that the point-to-point variability of the tested substrates after the SERS signal normalization technique was applied is hugely reduced to less than 10%. It was demonstrated that the intensity of the low wavenumbers pseudo-band ($\nu_e$) scales linearly with the integrated “hot spot” signal strength, so $\nu_e$ can be used for calibration in order to obtain a minimized signal variation for the SERS substrate. The only disadvantage that Raman users might find for this quantitative SERS hotspot normalization technique is the need for bandpass/edge filters introduced in the measurement setup. This is not feasible for many portable, compact or handheld Raman systems (Fig. 10A).

Most recently, nanolaminated SERS substrates were proposed as generalized metal-dielectric plasmonic systems that could support both localized and delocalized plasmonic modes. The plasmonic electronic Raman scattering (ERS) signals from the metal were used as an internal standard for spatial and temporal calibration. By using a long-pass filter to block the laserline (Rayleigh scattering), plasmonic ERS signals originating from the surface-plasmon-enhanced inelastic light scattering of sp-band electrons in the metal are visible as an ERS pseudopeak (87 cm$^{-1}$) in the filtered SERS background signal. Thus, the molecular Raman scattering (MRS) signal of the analyte can be calibrated by using the ERS signal as an internal standard, at the same plasmonic hot spots. The ratio between MRS and ERS signals from the same hot spots is approximated by the authors as follows:

$$\frac{I_{\text{MRS}}}{I_{\text{ERS}}} = \frac{\varepsilon_M}{\varepsilon_I} \frac{\sigma_{\text{MRS}}(\omega_0, \Delta \omega_m)}{\sigma_{\text{ERS}}(\omega_0, \Delta \omega_e)} \frac{1}{\frac{\mu_{\text{R}}}{\mu_{\text{M}}}} + 1 \cdot r \cdot N$$

where $\varepsilon_M$ and $\varepsilon_I$ are the complex permittivity of the metal and insulator, respectively, $\omega_0$ is the excitation laser frequency, $\sigma_{\text{ERS}}$ and $\sigma_{\text{MRS}}$ are the effective cross-sections for the ERS and MRS process, $\Delta \omega_m$ is the Stokes shifted frequency for the MRS process, $\Delta \omega_e$ is the Stokes shifted frequency for the ERS process $r$ ($0 < r < 1$), the effective coefficient related to the orientation of transition dipole moment for a specific vibrational mode of analyte molecule, and $N$ is the concentration of analyte molecules.

Quantitative SERS analysis was performed by ERS-calibrating the MRS signals for benzenethiol (BZT) and rhodamine (R6G) molecules (Fig. 10B). ERS-calibrated Raman signals were verified and found to be insensitive to variations of local field intensities from different hot spots by spatial correlation. 2D mapping of surface-immobilized test molecules showed significant improvement of the SERS quantitative analysis by removing the effects of local field variations among hot spots. The ERS internal standard was evaluated for temporal SERS calibration also, by monitoring the intensities ratio (MRS signal vs. ERS signal) in response to static and dynamic laser excitation fluctuations.

As a direct application of this concept, ERS-based SERS calibration was used for label-free SERS analysis of living cells for monitoring drug response and degrees of malignancy (Fig. 10C). Nanolaminated metal–insulator–metal (MIM) nanostructures were used for SERS profiling and 2D Raman imaging for breast normal and cancer cells. After ERS-calibration of the SERS spectra and by using multivariate analysis (PLS-DA), three degrees of malignancy were discriminated: non-malignant, moderately and highly malignant. Furthermore, the effects of ERS-calibration on statistical bioanalysis performance in drug efficiency were investigated. IC$_{50}$ values for PTX in three different dosages were determined by 2D SERS mapping measurements of living cells under treat-
ment. ERS-calibration was able to enhance the supervised learning classification of treated/untreated cells but is not definitive due to significant overlapping between groups with an order of magnitude difference in dosages.

3. SERS-based pathogen detection methods

Pathogen detection is one of the major human health problems. Fast, ultrasensitive and efficient tools are needed to accurately assess the spreading of infections and to guide treatment.

Pathogenic bacterial infections constantly give rise to serious challenges in diagnostics, despite the availability of modern molecular techniques. Regardless of the infection type, the key aspect at the initial stages of the treatment is to rapidly detect the infection with high sensitivity and specificity. One of the major concerns is mortality due to sepsis, whose rate is increasing, e.g. from 27% to 41% in 6 years, according to data from German hospitals. Neonatal sepsis, for instance, is present as a cause-specific mortality and morbidity indicator with significant contribution to the causes of death among children aged <5 years. One of the most common bacterial infections is caused by *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*), which involves neonatal meningitis, bacteraemia, etc. When the condition becomes critical, the infection can evolve to haemolytic-uremic syndrome (HUS) due to *E. coli* in children and adults. HUS leads to haemolytic anaemia, and in severe cases to kidney failure that can cause patient death. The effect on public health demands continuous improvement and development of analytical devices for detection of infections. Robust, sensitive, specific and culture-free pathogen detection is necessary because there are several infections due to a single microorganism (*Mycobacteria*), but other practical limitations are also present. For instance, fungal pathogens may require lengthy (20 days) laboratory procedures to complete one division cycle, while there are some *E. coli* strains that require 20 minutes to divide. Thus, fast and reliable solutions for healthcare providers are urgently needed. This drive to decrease time of diagnosis and to improve testing accuracy could eventually reduce infection-related morbidity and mortality rates.
Conventional methods such as microbial culture-based and molecular assays (immunological – ELISA or nucleic acid technologies-based – polymerase chain reaction (PCR)) in clinical bacteremia diagnostics take between 1–2 days to reach targeted treatment. These techniques involve cumbersome sample preparation/processing (plating, growth, colony counting) and examination inside a hospital setting and still only represent an interim solution. The current limitations of these standard protocols for sample analysis and infection diagnosis are constantly challenged by trauma situations, on-site medical interventions, rapid analysis in outdoor conditions and biodefense. High-sensitivity and multistep sample processing in current diagnostic techniques demand skilled manpower, which is a barrier in the case of point-of-care (PoC) in low-income countries. However, while there are still challenges and limitations in pathogen detection that need to be resolved and overcome, notable improvement has taken place in the last decade. Following a general trend in healthcare, infection diagnostics are moving towards a patient-centered system that would eventually enable collection, testing and early diagnosis near the patient for a targeted treatment with no delay. Within this context, the combination of optical sensors with microfluidics is becoming ever more present and practicable. The requirements are preparation and investigation of the sample or analyte on a single device for a short analysis time, multiplexing detection for most common pathogens, automation, portability and versatility.

Fluorescence-based sensors are still time-consuming and require external and large accessories, limiting their use in PoC clinical environments. Plasmonic biosensors are a good alternative since they provide real-time, direct pathogen detection and come nowadays in miniaturized or even smartphone-based portable devices. Biosensors with wireless communication capability are currently highly desirable for pathogen diagnostic systems because they enable remote monitoring.

Spectroscopy-based approaches are vital assets in addressing the current, main issues of pathology diagnosis. Due to limitations in infrared optics, it is quite difficult to analyze a single bacterium. By contrast, Raman microspectroscopy (RMS) is a non-destructive analytical method that uses visible light and has the ability to achieve high spatial resolution by employing high numerical aperture objectives for magnification. Conventionally, only those samples that are in bulk amount or relatively concentrated solutions have been analyzed by Raman spectroscopy due to limitations of sensitivity. However, the nanoscience phenomena involved in SERS have overcome these limitations, by allowing detection down to the level of a single molecule or single cell. In addition, SERS benefits from high specificity expressed through molecular fingerprinting. Additionally, by exploiting local optical fields of specialized metallic nanostructures, SERS can (in some cases) provide lateral resolutions better than 10 nm, which is a striking two orders of magnitude below the diffraction limit.

These unique characteristics of SERS-based approaches offer promising potential in various applications including pathogen detection, high-throughput screening and infection diagnosis. The main advantage remains the rapid (within minutes) and reliable bacterial spectral response that is so critical in the case of sepsis awareness and prevention. For instance, *diarrhoea* is one of the leading causes of high mortality rates in children under 5 years of age. It is caused mainly by *Vibrio cholerae* and *E. coli* (EPEC) which utilize quorum sensing (an intercellular communication process) to determine their own population size. During the period of colony formation, the biofilm grows by division of existing cells and, furthermore, by attracting other microorganisms. Biofilm maturity is reached when the intra- and intercellular signalling develops. To facilitate their sensing process, bacteria synthesize and secrete signalling molecule autoinducers (AIs) in high concentration if the population size is increased. For *V. cholerae*, at high AI concentrations, the genes responsible for virulence and biofilm formation are repressed as an adaptive mechanism.

However, the analysis of biofilm morphology is challenging due to their thickness; the problems are due to the limitations of surface- and bulk-specific analytical techniques. The biofilm thickness can vary widely but it is usually in the 10–100 μm range. This thickness precludes a full analysis of the surface, by surface analytical techniques. Even more challenging is the in-depth biochemical analysis of clinical samples, which demands the detection and quantification of the major pathogenic subpopulations on the biofilm. The RMS-based detection of extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) instead of bacteria reveals three main components found in biofilms: DNA, proteins and polysaccharides. All of these biomolecules can be fingerprinted with well-resolved bands in the SERS spectra. Moreover, the observed intensity of SERS fingerprints depends on molecular concentration, thereby providing quantitative information.

As discussed above, there are two SERS approaches that are commonly employed for bacterial detection. The first one is the label-based detection approach that applies a SERS tag as a quantitative reporter and also needs biorecognition molecules (such as antibodies and aptamers) that specifically bind to pathogens (Fig. 11). For the label-based simultaneous detection of *E. coli* O157:H7 and *S. typhimurium*, two novel SERS tags were designed and developed by Li et al. In the synthesis of SERS tag-1, an aptamer complementary to *E. coli* O157:H7 and DNTB was used to achieve a cracked octahedral shape. Similarly, an aptamer complementary to *S. typhimurium* and MBA was employed in the preparation of SERS tag-2 to achieve small protrusions (Fig. 11Aa). Afterwards, both aptamers along with the Raman reporter molecules were incubated with gold nanorods (GNRs). Following incubation, the process resulted in simultaneous SERS pathogen detection (Fig. 11Ab).

In another study, aptamer–Fe3O4@Au magnetic nanoparticles (AuMNPs) were prepared as SERS substrate, and vancomycin–SERS tags (Au@MBA) were synthesized for the detection of pathogenic bacteria (Fig. 11B). The preparation processes of Van–SERS tags and aptamer–Fe3O4@Au MNPs is presented in Fig. 11Ba and b, respectively. Once the solution con-
containing different species of bacteria was mixed with aptamer–Fe₃O₄@Au MNPs, the target bacteria were captured by aptamer recognition. This process is illustrated in Fig. 11Bc. After magnetic separation, the SERS spectra were measured. Fig. 11Bd presents the SERS spectra with various concentrations of S. aureus (10⁷–10⁸ cells per mL). Such SERS-based techniques can be applied for the detection of different bacterial strains with precise quantification ability by using different aptamers.

The label-based strategy is a highly sensitive approach that enables the multiplex detection of pathogenic bacteria; however, it suffers from limitations when it comes to high-throughput bacterial detection. For instance, essential biological information related to bacterial cells (physiological state, antibiotic-driven modifications of the cell wall, etc.) is lost upon using this technique. In addition, the whole procedure is laborious and time consuming as it involves secondary dye usage.
that results in an increased demand of reactant volume and preparatory steps, which leads to increased total analytical time.

The second SERS approach that was discussed above is label-free SERS detection that directly probes the intrinsic vibrational fingerprint of pathogenic bacteria by ensuring that the pathogen is in close proximity to the nanostructured noble metal surfaces (Fig. 12).\textsuperscript{155} In a study by Tahir et al., bioaerosol containing \textit{E. coli} was detected by SERS using Klarite SERS substrate.\textsuperscript{156} The whole system involved in the label-free detection of \textit{E. coli} comprises Klarite SERS substrate, bioaerosol generator, Andersen sampler and a turbulator surrounded by a closed chamber (Fig. 12A). First, a nebulizer generated bioaerosols in the chamber. Then the bioaerosols were distributed inside a chamber with a turbulator. An eight-stage Andersen sampler was placed in the chamber to collect bioaerosol on Klarite substrates. Fig. 12A shows the SEM image of Klarite with \textit{E. coli} after the collection of bioaerosols. The collected airborne bacteria were analyzed with SERS. This label-free approach offers culture-free (and therefore rapid) analysis of atmospheric bioaerosol.\textsuperscript{156}

In another study, Zhou et al. have reported a technique for rapid counting and successful discrimination between live and dead bacteria. They used nanoparticles as SERS substrates (Fig. 12B).\textsuperscript{157} In addition, they have also confronted the bacteria (wild type K-12 \textit{E. coli}) with different antimicrobial agents including polymyxin B. The SERS signal sharply decreased when the wild type K-12 \textit{E. coli} was killed by 10 \textmu g mL\textsuperscript{-1} of polymyxin B. This study not only allows us to differentiate between live and dead bacteria, but it can also differentiate between susceptible and resistant bacterial types/strains.\textsuperscript{157}

Ag/Au nanoparticle-based bimetallic SERS substrates were developed for the label-free detection of \textit{E. coli}, \textit{Salmonella typhimurium}, and \textit{Bacillus subtilis} (Fig. 12C).\textsuperscript{158} In the preparation of Ag/Au bimetallic NPs, polyethylenimine (PEI)-reduced Ag NPs were employed as a sacrificial template and AuCl\textsubscript{4} ions were used as metal precursors. The unreacted amine groups on Ag NPs and the Ag NP colloidal solution behave as reducing agents for Au. For the synthesis of Ag/Au bimetallic NPs, the most important step is the alloying process that proceeds by surface-segregation phenomena. The positive surface charge on the Ag/Au bimetallic NPs enables the capture of the bacteria. Subsequent SERS allows accurate discrimination and classification of the three different kinds of bacteria (\textit{Escherichia coli}, \textit{Salmonella typhimurium} and \textit{Bacillus subtilis}) with excellent reproducibility.\textsuperscript{158}

The direct, label-free approach is more appealing than the indirect, reporter-mediated detection approach, as the latter is usually costly and it increases the analytical time. Consequently, substantial efforts have been directed towards developing SERS biosensors.

### 3.1. SERS biosensors

A biosensor is usually defined as a device combining a biological recognition element and a suitable transducer. The reco-
gination element should interact selectively with the target analyte, and the transducer element should signal the binding event. In SERS biosensing, the unique physico-chemical properties of nanostructured silver/gold (e.g. ease of surface functionalization) are combined with the inherent enhancement in Raman signal due to the surface plasmon resonance.159 Because SERS can be applied in biofluids, it is directly applicable in clinical environments.

For urinary tract infection (UTI) diagnosis, for instance, a urine culture is tested to identify germs. It takes up to 24 hours to obtain preliminary results and it takes at least 48 hours to obtain definitive results (using urinalysis, microscopy) including antimicrobial susceptibilities. During this time, an empiric suspected UTI treatment is initiated until culture results can be obtained. With the recent advancements in molecular diagnostic technology, a robust RMS-based bacterial infection diagnosis160,161 is possible, in order to complement the current culturing techniques, thereby potentially avoiding incorrect antibiotic therapy or unnecessary treatment (should there be no infection), both of which result in antibiotic resistance. E. coli, Staphylococcus aureus, Enterococcus spp., Klebsiella pneumoniae and Proteus vulgaris are the most common uropathogens in children. In the case of Enterococcus, for instance, it was demonstrated that differentiating between vancomycin-resistant and vancomycin-susceptible strains is possible162 after bacterial capturing from blood samples.163 This is a major step towards future clinical applications.

Another concern is the number of fungal species that may develop into invasive fungal infections (IFI) is also growing with an alarming speed. Such infections can lead to deaths.164,165 Candida and Aspergillus are the main invasive fungal species responsible for infections; candidiasis and aspergilliosis are the most common fungal infections found in clinical practice, especially in immunocompromised patients (either due to congenital immunodeficiency or due to a weakened immune system for other reasons). The classical methods of fungal infection diagnosis are blood testing, culturing (which can take from days to weeks) or using biomarkers such as galactomannan and β-D-glucan, which is a non-invasive and non-species-specific method; hence, the latter does not allow targeted treatment.

New SERS-based biosensors are being developed with a very high speed of testing in real-life applications.166–168 The advanced optical analytical techniques (e.g. assays based on fluorescent or chemically luminescent probes and gold NP-based colorimetric sensing) and particularly the SERS-based techniques for biosensing and bioanalysis are robust, fast (tens of minutes to several hours) and ultrasensitive (down to single bacteria). Currently, metallic NPs can be combined in even more efficient (higher sensitivity and specificity) nanocomposites/conglomerates with graphene oxide (GO).81 For instance, high performance SERS-active substrates were realized by directly growing graphene onto Ag NPs169 or via graphene–Ag-NP–silicon sandwich nanohybrids.170 GO is preferred for the protection against oxidation of the Ag NPs and for its lack of influence on SERS.171 A graphene monolayer covering (by chemical vapor deposition) of the Ag NPs efficiently stabilizes the SERS-active substrate, providing a month’s lifetime and use under ambient conditions. Graphene-based materials in combination with Au NPs are most frequently used in biosensing for the detection of biomolecules due to their versatile functionalization chemistry.172 Using an environment-friendly method, a composite of Ag NPs and reduced GO was prepared in a 3 : 1 ratio. It was demonstrated that this composite allows bacterial detection.173 More specifically, it was shown that graphene is acting as a support and surfactant that can control the growth of the Ag NPs and can ultimately boost the chemical enhancement effect of SERS by providing favorable conditions for charge transfer between biomolecules and graphene sheets.174,175

Another approach for the detection of pathogens using SERS nanobiosensors is provided by nano-sculptured thin films (nSTFs), grown via a glancing-angle deposition technique.176 These prepared chips show promising sensing power, enabling E. coli detection down to single-bacterium level. Impedimetric detection of pathogenic bacteria using peptide sensors has recently attracted interest due to its sensitivity in real-life samples.177,178 Since sensitive in situ detection of organic molecules is highly desirable, several SERS-based approaches were adopted in the microfluidics area in order to obtain high-throughput detection protocols.179

3.1.1. Multifunctional biosensors. These are very promising as they combine the tunable optical properties of metallic NPs and the functionality of selectively sensing materials. Layer-by-layer (LBL) assemblies, for instance, provide strongly coupled plasmonic structures with large SERS responses originating from densely packed “hotspots” inside the (nano) assembly.180 Wang et al. utilized plasmonic nanoplate–bacteria–nanorod supercrystals (NBNS) for their SERS sensing properties.180 In this particular case, the sensitive LSPR band used was plasmonically optimized by depositing a Ag shell coating on Au nanorods. Additionally, the SERS EF was improved by the geometry of the 3D scaffold, a 3D bio-organic supercrystal assembly of anisotropic NPs of various types, defined as NBNS. A particularity of this assembly approach is that the 3D vertical nanorod supercrystal with a round top surface with nanometer-scale gaps (“nanogaps”) can serve as binding sites for Raman tags (biomolecules). Furthermore, these nanogaps can act as hotspots and amplify the Raman scattering intensity.

3.1.2. Miniaturized biosensors. The development of lab-on-a-chip (LoC) systems allows for the successful combination of SERS and microfluidic sensors. Either as-prepared SERS-active noble metal nanostructures are injected through micro-channels, or a spontaneous synthesis of colloidal or metallic thin films is induced via mixing or laser exposure. Moreover, the SERS-based detection can be assessed either directly, without using labelling-functionalization, or by specific conjugation between labels/tags and the target molecule/analyte. Therefore, the recorded SERS spectra constitute a characteristic fingerprint of the target molecule, in the first case, or of
the probe molecule labelled on the target molecule, in the second case. The low dosage and high sensitivity are the primary aspects that recommend LoC systems. Additionally, the microchannels can also provide a “closed system”, avoiding contamination. It should be noted that SERS in such systems can be influenced by the microfluidic channel design, the mixing performance, and the flow.

Yuan et al. found that multiple bacterial pathogens can be captured via magnetic separation and SERS tags. As illustrated in Fig. 13, this approach depends on the development of an Fe₃O₄ NPs/bacteria/SERS tags sandwich structure. First, the sample matrix with bacteria and blood cells was cultured with antimicrobial peptide (AMP)-modified Fe₃O₄ NPs (Fig. 13a). AMPs are widely used as capturing elements for their stability, low cost, and available recognition sites. As the AMP-based Fe₃O₄ NPs bonded with the bacteria, it was possible to magnetically separate the bacteria (Fig. 13b) from the rest of the sample matrix (Fig. 13c). A sandwich-type structure formed after incubating the 4-mercaptophenylboronic acid (4-MPBA) and Raman reporter molecules (Fig. 13d). A boronic acid group is present in 4-MPBA, which helps in binding to the cell wall of bacteria using peptidoglycan. Finally, magnetic separation allows the sandwich structure to be collect for SERS analysis (Fig. 13e). 4-MPBA is a reporter molecule in this study and it can discriminate between different kinds of bacteria by modifying their Raman “fingerprints” (Fig. 13f). In addition, SERS intensities can be normalized by using 4-MPBA as an internal standard (Fig. 13g). Therefore, this SERS sandwich-based approach can be applied to the sensitive and selective determination of pathogenic bacteria.

Recent progress has been reported in using SERS in subcellular compartment research, for elucidating pathological mechanisms that might improve the early diagnosis and therapy of modern diseases. In situ visualization of cellular organelles by targeting nanoprobes offers 3D imaging with

---

**Fig. 13** Schematic illustration of bacterial detection using a SERS sandwich strategy based on magnetic nanoparticles functionalized with antimicrobial peptides for the separation of bacteria, and a SERS tag of 4-mercaptophenylboronic acid (4-MPBA)-modified gold-coated silver-decorated graphene oxide (Au@Ag–GO) nanocomposites. (a) Sample matrix was cultured with antimicrobial-peptide-modified Fe₃O₄ NPs. (b) Magnetic separation of the Fe₃O₄ NPs@bacterial complex from the sample matrix. (c) Removal of blood cells including other interfaces. (d) Sandwich-type structure formed after culturing the Fe₃O₄ NPs@bacteria with Au@Ag–GO nanocomposites. (e) Magnetic separation of the Fe₃O₄ NPs/bacteria/SERS tag sandwich structure. (f) Discrimination of different kinds of bacteria with SERS. (g) SERS intensities can be corrected by using 4-MPBA as an internal standard. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 2018, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
high resolution of single cells; mostly the cell membrane and the nucleus are being investigated. Nanomaterials enter cells through the clathrin-mediated endocytosis pathways, accumulate in lysosomes or cytoplasm and are used for imaging or photothermal therapy. Also, the benefits of dual-recognition SERS-based approaches for pathogenic bacteria detection are increasingly recognized; these include superior specificity and sensitivity, minimized matrix interference and reduced costs when using non-specific recognition elements (antibiotics, bifunctional small molecules, etc.).

3.2. Spectral data intelligent analysis by using unsupervised and supervised multivariate analysis methods

Spectroscopic techniques require instrument calibration using a chemical reference. Moreover, decoding the spectral information presents difficulties in data handling, as overlapping spectra and complex mathematical operations need interpretation. Consequently, the operation of such equipment demands the employment of highly skilled personnel. However, following technological progress, spectral acquisition times have been reduced to (a maximum of) several minutes for hundreds of spectra. For bacterial spectral fingerprinting and classification, it is still challenging to perform rapid and intelligent data analyses. Innovative detection and molecular diagnosis tools are now integrated with Raman spectroscopy and nanotechnology, assisted by effective chemometrics.

Chemometrics has already been integrated with spectroscopic laboratory and process instrumentation and has proved effective in facilitating spectral data analysis by employing principal component analysis (PCA), partial least squares (PLS) regression, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) or cluster analysis. Following a reduction in the post-processing steps of data analysis, a dramatic increase in label-free SERS detection usage can be expected. At the moment, the extraction of the large volume of spectral information still requires complex multivariate analysis. The common analysis approach of the Raman/SERS spectral profiles is to look into the changes in intensity of individual bands. However, this approach can only provide semi-quantitative information.

Raman spectra of biological samples often exhibit variations originating from different-generation spectrometers, measurement parameters, and cultivation conditions. Such undesired variations can distort the classification model, especially if they are more significant compared with the differences between the groups to be separated. A classifier is prone to these intragroup variations and can fail to learn the patterns that help separate different groups (i.e. intergroup differences). Support-vector machines and complex data processing are able to provide remarkable results by using dedicated software. On the other hand, the multi-level computational models (PCA–PLS–LDA or PLS–LDA–LDA) that are checked and validated by using data from an independent biological replicate produce high sensitivity and even higher specificity with respect to the prediction based on minor spectral changes.

Recently, unique rapid chemometric techniques and models were employed based on fuzzy set theory to achieve robust and high-precision fingerprinting and classification of pathogens. Fuzzy methods present several advantages over standard methods. For instance, fuzzy clustering methods can identify outliers (as exception data, as new trends, or somehow interesting data items), hybrid data and noise data. Moreover, they affirm the fuzzy prototyping as meaningful data items, or the divisive cluster substructure, serving as a final fuzzy hierarchy and as inner substructure data, as class relationships. Fuzzy hierarchical cross-clustering (FHCC) algorithms provide a better association between each set of samples to a fuzzy set of characteristics. Moreover, FHCC techniques are unique due to simultaneous clustering of objects (samples) and characteristics (variables) but also the 3D biplot option according to the membership degrees of samples and variables to the final fuzzy partitions. Additionally, for fuzzy PCA/LDA methods, a better compression, robustness towards outliers and more accurate data separation were demonstrated. The main issues solved by employing fuzzy algorithms (fuzzy divisive hierarchical clustering, fuzzy cross-clustering, fuzzy PCA, fuzzy LDA) are (i) classification and fingerprinting of spectral data and (ii) discrimination of multi-resistant common strains found under antibiotic/antifungal stress/susceptibility conditions. Due to the original and complex approach, the results on SERS data from bacteria are scarce. The fresh impetus towards this research direction is the recent development in SERS chemical imaging of live cells. Practically, a SERS image can be generated within few minutes followed by a rapid multivariate cluster analysis: a very useful approach for real-time physico-chemical processes monitoring at the plasmonic-membrane interface or at intracellular level.

4. Point-of-care (PoC) solutions based on SERS for infection diagnosis and targeted treatment

The emerging high-throughput diagnostic methods allow a quick testing of DNA and antibody arrays. The reduced cost and time of an assay and the long storage feasibility make SERS a strong candidate for large-scale sample screening in clinical applications. SERS can serve to rapidly sequence DNA without the need for fluorescent labels. Antibiotic multiresistance (AMR) is still tested in hours-to-days time periods, by using plating and costly susceptibility tests. Molecular biology specific techniques are capable of finding the genes responsible for the multiresistance and generate valuable input in the case of generalized infections, but with important time costs. Implementing SERS as a tool for spectral pathology or even for rapid targeted treatment identification is yielding promising results in the clinical environment. In order to control antibiotic misuse and handle the multi-drug resistance issue, it is important to investigate
bacterial antibiotic susceptibility. Ideally, real-time pathogen susceptibility measurements without labelling or other complicating pretreatment of the sample would be performed. Recent studies in combined dielectrophoresis (DEP–Raman spectroscopy) seek to identify the simplest, most reliable and fastest approach.16 Schröder et al.162,217 and Kirchhoff et al.218 also proposed spectroscopy-based methods for antibiotic susceptibility testing (AST). For infection diagnosis and sepsis prevention, SERS-based characterization and rapid identification of the main pathogen would be highly beneficial.48,52,219

Recently, a rapid and sensitive SERS-based AST technique was established by using bacteria–aptamer@Ag NPs.220 The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) was determined in approximately 1 hour and the representative tested pathogens showed a similar spectral profile in the case of sub-MIC antibiotic concentrations: a significant increase of the 735 cm⁻¹ SERS band after 1 hour. Thus, SERS can be applied as a highly sensitive in situ fingerprinting tool to assess antibiotic susceptibility both on Gram-positive and Gram-negative pathogens by employing carefully screened and selected aptamers. This SERS-AST approach proved to be a rapid and reliable way of detecting live bacteria by assessing the evolution of the most intense SERS band (735 cm⁻¹) as a function of the antibiotic concentration applied and for monitoring how sub-MIC antibiotic pressure is leading, as demonstrated, to increasing bacteria colony-forming units (CFUs).220

Another noteworthy and recent Raman-based approach for robust and valid antibiotic susceptibility testing of bacterial pathogens was reported by Bauer et al.221 Adding stable isotope labelling in Raman-based antibiotic susceptibility testing further improves the sensitivity. A protocol for both Gram-positive and Gram-negative pathogens was assessed for Raman-based AST within 3 and half hours, including sample preparation, measurements, and analyses. Bacterial interaction with the NPs starts at the NPs’ surface. For instance, silver-based NPs discharge silver ions that attach to biological binding sites upon surface adhesion, performing an antibacterial activity. However, there is very little knowledge regarding the correlation between the surface properties of bacteria and the nanosilver/nanomaterial’s antibacterial mechanisms. Recently, it was reported that biofilm formation is resisted by silver-doped laser-induced graphene-coated surfaces,222 with potential use in the decontamination of rural water sources or in the case of disaster situations. So far, the capacity to investigate the interfacial interaction phenomena in detail by employing in situ techniques appears limited.223 However, in situ SERS analysis and barcoding can retrieve key information about the origin of the observed SERS bands, their accurate assignments and a better understanding of the interaction between silver nanoparticles with the bacterial cell wall.224

Despite the fact that SERS can be regarded as a highly sensitive detection technique, especially in the case of biological samples, the reproducibility of SERS spectra, when performing single-cell SERS measurements, is still low. There are two main ways to prepare samples for SERS bacterial detection using colloids as active substrates: either the nanoparticles coat the outer cell wall of the bacteria or they are directed inside the bacterial cell. In the former case, the SERS spectral information originates from cell wall components, while in the latter case the cytoplasm is being probed. Thus, SERS spectra can comprise both intra- and extra-cellular information, which improves specificity. The bacterial outer membrane’s chemical and biological components carry molecular specificity pertaining to the strain, growth phase and metabolic state. This biochemical information was used from seven strains of V. parahaemolyticus for designing a SERS barcoding model system able to detect and identify “blind” real samples even in mixtures.225

SERS spectra are not straightforward to interpret. Hence, spectral fluctuations caused by the drying process should be avoided by using, for instance, miniaturized sealed chambers (microchannels, capillaries, etc.) as a detection window or by recording spectra through a protective water layer. In addition, spectral information derived from bacterial biomass should be collected as accurately as possible (without contributions from the matrix of extracellular polymeric substance (EPS) species) by implementing purification or selective preconcentration steps. SERS signals are usually linked to cell wall contributions such as modes of flavin derivates and of polysaccharides.226,227

Some strategies for overcoming the technical drawbacks of single-bacterium SERS detection are pointed out in the following section. A common challenge of SERS-based assays for detecting and analyzing bacteria is to design and prepare such techniques that are capable of capturing bacteria from water, phlegm, saliva or blood samples and to directly load them onto SERS substrates without compromising their SERS-sensing capability.228

4.1. SERS-based methods for bacterial infection and disease diagnosis

In this sub-section, the main two approaches of label-based and label-free detection of biomolecules in spectral pathology are surveyed, within the context of their associated clinical perspectives.

4.1.1. Label-based SERS detection strategies. In this approach, SERS tags generate strong Raman signals to indirectly detect the bioanalyte of interest (bacterial cell wall components, for instance) by sensing the SERS signature from the reporter molecule. For closely related reporter molecules, there are distinguishable spectral fingerprints that constitute a large pool of spectrally non-overlapping labels, which is useful in the case of multiplexing assays. Thus, SERS labels are emerging as a new class of nanotags; they are functionalized with specific antibodies or precise linkers and selectively bind to structures, molecules or analyte.229

Xu et al. have reported a SERS substrate comprising Au NPs functionalized with single-stranded DNA (aptamers) that acts as a capture probe.230 Fig. 14A illustrates the preparation of asymmetric gold nanodimers (Au NDs) and working principles for the detection of S. typhimurium. The Au NPs bind with thiol-modified single-stranded DNA-1 (ssDNA) to produce Au–S bonds. The signaling probe comprises Au NPs conjugated...
with the aptamer and with its complementary Cy3-labeled strand. Subsequently, in the presence of S. typhimurium, the aptamer releases the Cy3-labeled strand and binds to the S. typhimurium. It is then possible to use a Millipore filter, in order to separate the S. typhimurium (with its capture probe). Finally, the filtrate is studied with SERS to analyze the concentration of the oxygen isotope. By this approach, access to physiological and genetical information about bacterial cells is obtained.

An interesting “Click” SERS readout platform was also reported.231 This approach comes as a solution for the SERS detection that is label-based and with a single readout mode, still suffering from difficult quantitative sensing. This novel strategy is based on the controllable splicing of layers from modified Au NPs containing DNA and sequential DNA hybridization in the presence of caspase-3 as a trigger. In detail, polyA–DNA and Asp–Glu–Val–Asp (DEVD)-containing peptide sequence were used for modified Au NP preparation. The prepared Au NPs with complementary DNA sequences and Raman reporters were incubated with caspase-3 and used after reaction completion (Fig. 15a–c).

During cellular apoptosis, caspase-3 release leads to the cleavage of the DEVD peptide, removing the protective layer from the surface of the Au NPs. The labelled Au NPs are connected via DNA hybridization and form SERS-active “hot spots” for detecting the Raman tags. Alkyne- and nitrile-terminated molecules (MBN and OPE1) were chosen as artificial Raman signals for dual simultaneous detection – the “Click” SERS readout. They present strong and sharp signals in the cellular-silent region (1800–2800 cm\(^{-1}\)). The Raman lines found at 2158 cm\(^{-1}\) for OPE1 and at 2227 cm\(^{-1}\) for MBN are the “Click” SERS signals that allow single-cell SERS imaging. Following an apoptosis-related mechanism induced with doxorubicin, SERS measurements of caspase-3 activity in vitro (in HeLa cells) were performed. For this, the linear relationship between the SERS marker band intensities of the two selected Raman tags and the concentration of caspase-3 was proved. The “Click” SERS readout was significantly reduced when the cells were incubated with a caspase-3 inhibitor, supporting the enhanced electromagnetic hotspots (within the gaps between nanoparticles) and in a significantly stronger SERS signal. However, there is also a relatively weaker SERS signal in the absence of protein biomarker (Fig. 14B). This approach depends upon the protein–aptamer binding-mediated aggregation of Au NPs and the plasmonic coupling effect that will eventually help in detecting the protein biomarkers via SERS.231

As a single-cell approach to investigating the metabolic activity of bacteria, recently an elegant way of using Raman stable isotope labelling with \(^{18}\)O has been reported.232 Raman \(^{18}\)O labelling is used by exciting with a non-resonant 532 nm wavelength to monitor the incorporation of \(^{18}\)O in proteins and with the resonant 244 nm UV excitation for information specific to the nucleic acids of the bacterial cells. The spectral differences between labelled and non-labelled E. coli cells for the same excitation wavelength were only highlighted by the PCA-LDA analysis. Specific for isotope metabolic assimilation, amide band I peak shifted to lower wavenumber positions when exciting at 532 nm and its intensity decreased in time. A 2D correlation analysis was applied for representing synchronous and asynchronous 2D spectra in the range 1750–1520 cm\(^{-1}\) as time-dependent spectral variations for E. coli cells. The patterns obtained were only specific to labelled cells, suggesting variations due to the incorporation of the oxygen isotope. By this approach, access to physiological and genetical information about bacterial cells is obtained.
probe’s high specificity in imaging. The “Click” SERS strategy shows zero noise background for single-cell SERS imaging and could be applied for enzymatic activity assays and living cell bioimaging.

4.1.2. **Label-free SERS detection strategies.** Direct detection or label-free detection avoids using expensive Raman tags, such as aptamers. There are strong Raman bands originating from different components of the cell membrane, such as phospholipids, lipopolysaccharides (LPS), other polysaccharide moieties, lipids, and amino acids, as well as more complex proteins that allow direct SERS detection.157,234

A clinical-sample-oriented biochip for bacterial capturing and their in situ detection in human blood was developed by Liu et al. (Fig. 16A)228 By growing Ag NPs on arrays of anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) nanochannels to take advantage of the sub-10 nm inter-particle gaps, they created ‘hot junctions’ for the electromagnetic enhancement of Raman signals. During SERS analysis, bacteria from blood samples were concentrated on a vancomycin-coated surface, as there is specific binding between vancomycin (Van) and the bacteria. Van-functionalization also helps in reducing the adhesion of the blood cells and biomolecules in the blood onto the SERS substrate (Fig. 16A). Bacterial capturing was achieved both from blood and from water, by hydrogen bonding of the peptidoglycan species within the bacterial cell wall with the amine and carbonyl groups of the Van-coated Ag/AAO arrays. Due to the bacterium-binding capacity of the Van-coated substrate, it is important to check whether the Van susceptibility test can also be carried out for different strains of Gram-positive bacteria. Importantly, upon using the designed Van-coated substrate, a distinct SERS signal can be observed from Van-susceptible *Enterococcus* (VSE), as compared with Van-resistant *Enterococcus* (VRE). Thus, a SERS-based in situ detection method with a high performance in sensing and monitoring
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the response to antibiotic treatment was obtained. These SERS results exhibit the feasibility of the proposed Van-coated substrate for antibiotic susceptibility testing (AST). Furthermore, SERS along with control nanogap chemistry and machine learning algorithms were applied for performing spectral data analysis in order to correlate the bacterial metabolic profile post antibiotic exposure with the susceptibility. With the help of deep neural models, the response of two different bacteria, *Escherichia coli* and *Pseudomonas aeruginosa*, to antibiotics from untreated cells in SERS data can be differentiated and discriminated in 10 min with 99% accuracy after antibiotic exposure. The high accuracy and sensitivity makes a SERS + deep learning approach an effective technique for the rapid AST in clinical samples.

Moreover, Qiao et al. have developed a SERS substrate made from gold super particles (GSPs) coated with a ZIF-8 shell for diagnosing early-stage lung cancer (Fig. 16B). Gaseous aldehydes act as a lung cancer indicator that are released due to tumor-specific tissue composition and metabolism. Through a ZIF-8 channel, these gaseous aldehydes land onto the surface of SERS-active GSP substrate. The substrate is then analysed with SERS. This substrate's main application is to detect volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that serve as biomarkers for early lung cancer detection (Fig. 16B). Most recently, blood cells and circulating tumor cells (CTCs) could be rapidly discriminated by employing label-free SERS and deep learning algorithms. The SERS spectra obtained from eight kinds of tumor cell line were classified by using the characteristic peak ratio method,
and the PCA-K-nearest neighbour (KNN) algorithm was applied for tumor cell and blood cell discrimination. Furthermore, the SERS spectra were used for training and testing a ResNet model constructed by the authors. With an identification accuracy of 100%, this label-free detection method for CTCs is an important reference study in the SERS-based diagnosis framework.

The direct approach also enables multiplexing detection assays, common in monitoring biological processes. For instance, a novel SERS probe based on hybrid graphene oxide and popcorn-shaped Au NPs was proposed for sensing HIV DNA and bacteria by Ray’s group. Graphene oxide (GO) is preferred for its surface functionalizing ability and high potential of chemical enhancement (CM) that arises from the Raman active molecule–graphene interactions. An aptamer APT modified hybrid GO was successfully used for selective detection of bacteria, particularly methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA). By combining the hybrid SERS probe with good affinity and high surface area (a gold nanopopcorn-shaped design), sensitive and selective direct DNA and bacterial detection is provided. The high plasmon enhancement attached to graphene has a demonstrated CM effect due to the π-conjugation network. The detection system has a long shelf life due to the highly chemically stable GO.

As an alternative, Graham et al. used small molecules (spermine) with positively charged functional groups as an aggregating agent in DNA detection with metal nanoparticles. The positive charge on these small molecules served to overcome the electrostatic repulsion that is caused by the negatively charged DNA phosphate groups and the metal surface. The overall particle stability in the system was improved by the presence of a ligand shell, which is particularly favourable for DNA detection.

SERS-based protein analysis is a promising approach because it has the ability to reveal the structural changes and concentration of diverse target species; these are useful in early-stage disease diagnosis and clinic therapy. Park et al. have reported a carboxylic-acid-functionalized, graphitic nanolayer-coated three-dimensional SERS substrate (CGSS) made of gold nanowires for diagnosing the Alzheimer disease biomarkers tau protein and amyloid β (Fig. 17). The analytes used in this study were tau protein and amyloid β, which are linked with Alzheimer disease, which causes dementia. As these proteins are present in the body fluids, they are good analytes for Alzheimer disease biomarkers (Fig. 17A). In the study, a non-functionalized 3D SERS substrate was prepared by solvent-assisted nanotransfer-printing, whereby each new layer is perpendicularly stacked on the underlying layer. Fig. 17B shows scanning electron microscopy images of the 3D SERS substrate that consists of stacked Au nanowire array sheets. The SERS spectra of tau protein and amyloid β (in Fig. 17C and D, respectively) demonstrated promising prospects in secondary structure analysis and concentration measurements.
Metabolomics provides information on the functionality of cells. Single-cell metabolomics reveals how cells deal with chemical or environmental stress. However, there are several limitations (including structural diversity, inability to attain labelling or signal amplification and robust metabolic dynamics) that complicate the measurements and analysis of small-molecule metabolites. To cope with this problem, Sun et al. have developed a SERS-microfluidic droplet platform as shown in Fig. 18. The label-free simultaneous detection of three metabolites at the single-cell level was achieved using a versatile magnetic SERS-active substrate, composed of Ag NPs decorated with magnetic Fe₃O₄ microspheres by applying PEI as a linker. Using separate microfluidic channels, a single cell is combined with the Fe₃O₄ on Ag NPs (Fe₃O₄@AgNPs) inside a water-in-oil droplet. Cellular endocytosis (even during long-term off-chip cell incubation) can be avoided because Fe₃O₄@AgNPs have a rather large size. There are different metabolites secreted by the cell during off-chip cell incubation. Such metabolites are directly adsorbed on the surface of Fe₃O₄@AgNPs, and then collected in droplets because of the magnetic aggregation caused by Fe₃O₄. Thus, SERS data are only recorded from the metabolites adsorbed on Fe₃O₄@AgNPs (once the metabolites’ dynamic adsorption rate attains an equilibrium). With the help of this technique, three metabolites, namely ATP, lactate and pyruvate, are detected from single cells. This SERS-microfluidic-based droplet platform is a useful technique to investigate and analyse the heterogeneity of metabolism of a single cell. Due to its effectiveness in single-cell metabolomics studies, this platform can be applied to study different cellular models.

4.1.3. Specificity of the membrane signal. Within the research on biofilm formation and monitoring, there is a constant drive towards user-friendly, non-destructive, specific and label-free approaches that are able to accurately identify pathogens within few sampling and preparation steps and without requiring expensive antigens, antibodies, aptamers, etc. Within this context, Raman spectroscopy is a highly useful analytical technique, further benefiting from the ability to provide structural information on the composition of microorganisms. Table 1 shows a collection of SERS-based assays for the detection of pathogens in disease diagnosis and emphasizes the origin of the SERS signals.

The current SERS-based detection approaches are focused on recording spectra from the pathogen’s membrane components, either in situ or with NPs positioned in close proximity to the cell wall. SERS has also been used to...
Table 1  SERS-based approaches for the detection of pathogen in disease diagnosis (with focus on the period 2015–2020) – the origin of SERS signatures and the approaches' performances are highlighted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERS-based direct approaches</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Origin of SERS marker bands</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>In situ detection protocols</strong></td>
<td>Detection limits/EF (pros vs. *cons)</td>
<td>Cell wall components</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positively charged Ag NPs+ self-assembled on the surface of the fungal cell wall via electrostatic aggregation (CTAB used as cationic surfactant)</td>
<td>Better than the standard substrate negatively charged Ag NPs (higher EF)</td>
<td>Cell wall components</td>
<td>48, 49, 52 and 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In situ coating of bacteria/fungi with Ag NPs in two steps synthesis</strong></td>
<td>Works for both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells; discrimination between live and dead bacteria</td>
<td>Cell wall components</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag dendrites mixed with bacteria (both detection and quantification via mapping technique)</td>
<td>*Slower than SERS single-cell approach due to mapping times required</td>
<td>Cell wall components</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capped and uncapped generated Ag NPs for bacteria interaction and detection</td>
<td>By using one or another synthesis method the inner or outer cell membranes are explored</td>
<td>Inner or outer cell membrane components</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“Flower” shaped Ag NPs incubated with bacteria, fungi and pollens as bio-aerosol threats</td>
<td>*Slower than SERS single-cell approaches due to incubation times required</td>
<td>Cell wall components</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resonance Raman of cytochrome C found in A. hydrophilia</td>
<td>Useful for the prevention of bacterial degradation in animal skins</td>
<td>Metabolized components</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A combined dielectrophoresis (DEP) – Raman spectroscopy (RS) in-house built device</td>
<td>AST real-time measurements</td>
<td>Whole cell components</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preincubation with antibiotic and further with D2O</td>
<td>Raman-based protocol AST *90 minutes preincubation time prior to analysis</td>
<td>Carbon–deuterium stretching vibration monitoring</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ag NPs synthesized by green microwave heating technology</td>
<td>Quantitative detection of viable cells from dead cells</td>
<td>Cell wall components</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISO-SERS method for bacteria identification using Ag@PTO SERS substrates</td>
<td>98% of accuracy in identification of foodborne pathogens in only 48 h *Cultivation on agar with selective media was needed</td>
<td>Cell wall components</td>
<td>255</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Solid plasmonic substrates | Detection limits/EF (pros vs. *cons) | Cell wall components | 210 |
| Silicon wafers covered with Ag by etching and physical vapor deposition (PVD) sputtering | High reproducibility in spectral fingerprinting; single-cell limit of detection | Whole cell components | 134 |
| Silicon wafers covered with Al either by thermal evaporation or by sputter coating and Raman microspectroscopy | Identification of viable mycobacteria in biofluids by paraformaldehyde (PFA) fixation; single-cell detection | DNA bands affected by ciprofloxacin | 218 |
| A combined dielectrophoresis (DEP) – Raman setup | AST and MIC testing within 2 h confirmed also by commercial Liofilchem® MIC test strips | Cell wall components | 256 |
| Bioinspired Ag brochosomes deposited on Au film | R6G molecules limit of detected 1 nM; bacteria concentration detected 10^3 CFU mL^{-1} | Cell wall components | 257 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERS-based indirect approaches</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Origin of SERS marker bands</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Specific receptors mediated protocols</td>
<td>Detection limits/EF (pros vs. *cons)</td>
<td>4-Mercaptobenzoic acid (MBA)</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibody/aptamer functionalized Ag NPs</td>
<td>Real human fluids infected with very low bacterial concentration (&lt;15 CFUs mL^{-1}) were tested and with short acquisition time (10 min mL^{-1}). *High costs</td>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aptsensor–silicon nanohybrids SERS chip (G@Ag NPs@Si) fabricated by etching chemical method and protected by graphene</td>
<td>Rox dye-labeled ATP aptamer *High costs</td>
<td>ATP</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1 (Contd.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SERS-based indirect approaches</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Origin of SERS marker bands</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bacteria–aptamer@Ag NPs</td>
<td>Huge enhancement factor; MIC and AST testing in less than 2 h *High costs</td>
<td>Cell wall components</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au@Ag core–shell nanorod (Au@AgNR) tag systems based on streptavidin–biotin functionalization</td>
<td>10^6 CFU mL⁻¹ (diagnostic threshold); AST potential tested; high reproducibility, specificity and bacterial capture efficiency</td>
<td>SERS nanotags which can specifically anchor onto E. coli cell wall</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectin functionalized magnetic NPs for bacterial capture and isolation</td>
<td>Single pathogen detection; multiplexing nano-biosensor capability</td>
<td>SERS-active NPs functionalized with antibodies</td>
<td>259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimicrobial peptide functionalized magnetic NPs and Au@Ag–GO based SERS tags</td>
<td>97.3% accuracy in real blood samples; multifunctional biosensing (isolation, discrimination and killing) *High costs</td>
<td>SERS spectra of 4-MPBA–Au@Ag–GO</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novel bacitracin-based flocculant 4-MPBA modified GO–Au@Ag NPs</td>
<td>10^7 CFU mL⁻¹ limit of detection Efficient sterilization mechanism</td>
<td>SERS spectra of four bacteria with labels, SERS spectra of labels, SERS of bacteria without labels</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sense DNA,¹¹⁴ RNA,¹⁵⁰ autoinducers,¹⁴⁸ pyocyanin-like byproducts,²⁴³ or mitochondrial activity indicators. Much less attention has been devoted to the extracellular products released by bacteria, in the matrix surrounding the biofilms. Yet these extracellular products can be of significant interest. For instance, saccharides could either be exploited as alternative biosources or used to better comprehend the survival and proliferation mechanisms found in biofilms. Coupling of thin-layer chromatography (TLC) and SERS should also be promising for on-site detection considering the simple, rapid, high-sensitivity approach.²⁴⁴ TLC has significant advantages over other commonly used techniques like gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS)²⁴⁵,²⁴⁶ and liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC–MS).²⁴⁷,²⁴⁸ Since first reported by Hezel,²⁴⁹ the TLC–SERS approach has been applied in the detection of various analytes, including biomarkers in biological samples.⁹⁹,³⁵⁰

**4.1.4. In vivo SERS disease detection.** Due to high-sensitivity, miniaturization and user-friendliness advantages, SERS can be successfully applied for biodetection in vivo. Tags with a strong SERS response can be employed for the detection of biomarkers during specific interactions. The unique fingerprint of Raman reporter molecules enables it to rise well above the background signal of complex biological matrices.⁷

Advancements in nanoscience and biotechnology have enabled accurate tumor detection. Lv et al. have devised a SERS-based technique to detect cancer cells in vivo (Fig. 19).²⁶¹ An environmentally friendly synthesis approach was adopted to obtain Au@Cu₃–S core–shell NPs that were later modified with folic acid (FA). There was an increase in SERS effect observed due to the integration of the plasmonic Au core and Cu₃–S shell into a single unit. A Raman reporter molecule (cresol violet acetate, CVa) was bound on the surface of the Au metal core, where it emitted a strong SERS signal. For the successful discrimination between cancerous cells and normal epithelial cells, both in vitro and in vivo, a common tumor cell membrane-specific FA receptor was conjugated on the surface of the Au@Cu₃ core–shell NPs: Au@Cu₃–FA core–shell NPs. These SERS-guided NPs identified cancer cells based on their specific, strong and stable (3S) signals. Thus, FA receptor-based Au@Cu₃ core–shell NPs not only enhanced the tumor imaging and identification, but were also involved in nondestructive photothermal therapy by 808 nm laser irradiation in vivo.²⁶²

In real-time clinical applications, endoscopic imaging is a technique that allows examination of the interior cavity and hollow organs of the body, with reduced invasiveness compared with traditional surgical approaches. It is a suitable technique to screen cancer in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Detecting anomalies on a healthy luminal surface (the lining of the GI tract), greatly depends upon the expertise of the technician that operates the GI endoscopy instrument. It is challenging to reliably detect precancerous lesions in the stomach and esophagus. In order to address this problem, Garai et al. have reported a compact Raman imaging device based on fiber-optics to comprehensively image the lumen of a hollow organ (Fig. 20).²⁶² By using this approach, it is also possible to analyze the SERS NPs in clinical models. During the endoscopic retraction, circumferential scanning can be applied to map the signals from SERS NPs located on the surface of the lumen (Fig. 20a). A brushless DC motor was attached to the rotating mirror that allows the circumferential scanning of the tissues over 360 degrees. In addition, a 785 nm continuous wave (CW) laser light was directed along the single-mode fiber situated in the center of the fiber bundle (Fig. 20b). Following illumination of the lumen, a scan mirror redirected the collected signal along the optical return path. There were 36 separate multimode fibers that guided the Raman scatter light to the spectrophotometer. The obtained Raman spectra were unmixed by utilizing a hybrid algorithm in combination with...
PCA and least squares analysis. This approach improves the diagnosis and could identify small lesions that are difficult to discern with white-light endoscopy.

The endoscopic SERS approach can be further improved by developing a SERS tag that enables multiplex SERS detection of tumor in vivo. As illustrated in Fig. 21a, a tumor model was surgically attached to a rat esophagus.263 In order to develop a tight seal between the rat esophagus and the tumor explants, a dermabond was applied by using a 20 µL pipette tip (Fig. 21b). The dermabond could be beneficial also in staining procedures, so that SERS NPs would not leak out from the esophagus (see the application principle in Fig. 21c). As depicted in Fig. 21d, the spectral-imaging probe was inserted into the guided tube, in order to image the antibody-conjugated SERS NPs that were attached on the luminal surface of the esophagus to target the cancer biomarkers EGFR and HER2 in vivo. The tumor location was visualized in vivo by ratiometric analyses between specific and non-specific binding.263

5. Future prospects and conclusion

To summarize, SERS activated platforms offer high sensitivity and promising multiplexing ability in bioanalysis and disease diagnosis (Fig. 22). The diversity of SERS-based assays, including label-based and label-free approaches on microfluidics chips, on paper-based substrates, etc., offers a flexible choice for their potential application in the biomedical and clinical fields. Moreover, by combining the SERS multiplex detection ability with in vivo endoscopic techniques, more promising applications arise as high-throughput assays and next-generation surgical treatments.
SERS benefits from low cost, high sensitivity and rapid identification of the pathogen, which can guide a targeted treatment for the patient and therefore would save significant healthcare and financial resources. The intelligent analysis of spectral data would improve both the speed and the discrimination power of the technique. Several endeavors to employ big data analysis by using complex vector machines or in-house built discrimination algorithms for spectral data have been reported. The so-called fast diagnosis of sepsis is possible, according to research, by partially detecting via lateral flow immunoassay endogenous molecules produced only in the sepsis scenario and then identifying the pathogens by optical processes. An indispensable strategy for spectral pathology would be bringing Raman spectroscopy inside hospital premises and implementing biophotonics technologies in clinical routine procedures. However, recent advances in lasers, waveguide fiberoptics and microstructure-based optical fiber techniques enable in vivo clinical applications by their implementation in endoscopic setups.

Testing for the pathogen’s existence in biological samples for infection diagnosis is employed nowadays in different fields of healthcare, and antibody-detecting rapid diagnostic tests for patients are envisioned in the near future. Lab-on-a-chip systems enable the incorporation of a range of analytic steps and therefore lead to multiplex testing and a fast throughput.

SERS microscopy can be very useful as a non-invasive, in situ fingerprinting technique that provides quantitative information due to the dependence of the optical response on concentration. However, SERS also holds biomolecular analysis benefits, as Raman spectra can probe different biomolecular components (including amino acids, nucleic acids, lipids, etc.) using quantifiable spectral deconvolution. For reference, spectral deconvolution has been applied for a long time in the pharmaceutical industries for quantitative analyses.

SERS can detect single cells within biological samples. Such detection requires control of near-field nano-optic stability in the electromagnetic hotspots. It is also necessary to overcome the SERS signal fluctuations that limit reproducibility and/or to better understand the origins of the Raman signals from single cells. There are still areas of uncertainty in the SERS analysis of microorganisms; for instance, signal fluctuations are encountered that could be due to: (i) spontaneous variations in the conformation of the membrane’s components, (ii) their adsorption state or photochemical effects in the vicinity of the metal surface, or (iii) heterogeneous membrane coverage with SERS-active substrates synthesized in situ. As the electromagnetic enhancement is the main contribution to the SERS signal, changes induced at the dielectric–metal interface, like controlled modification of refractive index, are highly important.

In conclusion, SERS benefits from the high sensitivity and the instrumental benefits of Raman spectroscopy (non-invasive analysis, minimal or no sample preparation, specificity down to small structural changes and high spatial resolution, portability, and miniaturization). SERS also has
the ability to minimize spectral recording time, hence allowing the detection of a significant and statistically relevant number of spectra for valid multivariate analysis in a very short time. We believe that a wide SERS database comprising most common and clinically relevant pathogens would spur data analysis by generating statistically relevant input data for the development of new multi-level clustering algorithms.
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**Fig. 22** Prospects and challenges of SERS-based assays in bioanalysis and diagnosis.
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